Job profile

Job opportunity

Intern Marketing & Communication

Geographic location

Europe / The Netherlands

Activity

Technical innovation

Reference

I4L-JOB-PROFILE –Intern MARCOM

Inno4Life is an expanding equipment manufacturer, located in Breda, the Netherlands. Our company offers a
complete range of innovative market-leading pharmaceutical equipment solutions and services. Inno4Life has a wellknown international client base and a solid network of strong partners.
Our focus is on the development and integration of new pharmaceutical packaging equipment solutions, operational
excellence, and providing excellent customer services. The informal company culture is built on integrity, trust,
respect and commitment. Are you the talented creative student who will support our team?
As the Intern Marketing & Communication, you are going to supports the marketing and sales department in various
projects within Inno4Life. You can think of specific marketing/product campaigns, fairs/business trade events. You
can also work independently on small projects or you will conduct market research and create collateral for
campaigns. You are responsible for working with the CRM and DM system and you will be a point of contact for
various requests from the Inno4Life team.

We need you:






To be registered at a college or university. Preferably doing a study in marketing or communication;
are available for at least 5 months as of September for 32 hours a week or more;
to be independent, responsible and enjoy teamwork and entrepreneurship;
to have ag good knowledge of the Dutch and English language;
to have a proactive, an energetic attitude and you are gifted with a communication talent.

We offer you:






a challenging internship in a very fast growing International business to business organization, which offers
you the opportunity to meet the requirements for your internship assignment;
a fee of €500.-per month based on 40 hours;
a joint lunch daily;
a learning environment in marketing, communication, sales and project management;
the opportunity to work the sales and marketing team and get coached by the marketing and communication
manager;

Visit Inno4life.com for additional information about our company or call +31 076 30 200 23.
Mail your application in English with your resume to jobs@inno4life.com.
Acquisition by commercial recruitment agencies is not appreciated.

www.Inno4Life.com
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